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 The song was inspired by the first song from the movie Bihag, which was sung by Shreya Ghoshal. It was a composition of Indian R&B duo Indian Ocean, composed and written by Mayur Puri with lyrics by Vivek Kumar, while the music for Bihag was composed by Pritam. The song is influenced by Basanti Devi's composition  Naughty Child from the movie Guldasta. The song is recorded in two
versions, one with Indian Ocean and the other with Jay Sean. Background and recording The song was recorded at the Central School of Performing Arts (CSPA), Pune.  On 30 April 2010, John Abraha visited the campus and met Chinmayi and Javed Ali who also had a function. He was impressed by the preparations made for the event and with the idea of promoting the song, he decided to record it.
This was the first time Abraha was meeting the duo and was nervous about the process of recording the song. "Bhul Bhulaiya" from the Bihag movie was an instant favourite and Abraha asked the singers to create a unique version of the song with Indian Ocean as they were living together at the time and felt it would fit well. The song was recorded in a single take and recorded by Abraha himself. The

song is inspired by the first song from the movie Bihag, which was sung by Shreya Ghoshal. It was a composition of Indian R&B duo Indian Ocean, composed and written by Mayur Puri with lyrics by Vivek Kumar, while the music for Bihag was composed by Pritam. Music video The music video of the song features Chinmayi as a struggling actress who is trying to get her first break and is not
receiving much luck. The song sees her fight against her fear and work hard to achieve her goal of stardom. The video was shot at the Central School of Performing Arts (CSPA), Pune. Reception The Hindustan Times wrote, "It’s a slow-paced R&B tune, with a steady beat that is soothing and steady. The composition and the lyrics are quite lovely too, and "Maiyya Yashoda" has a romantic feel to it.

And Chinmayi's vocals, too, are pretty special". Rachit Gupta from The Tribune wrote, "Pop songs 82157476af
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